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global mappers web data functions include
numerous data services for accessing a large
number of geospatial data products. the gis service
allows access to one-meter aerial imagery,
worldwide elevation data, topographic maps,
landsat satellite imagery, land cover data, the full
maine gis catalog, aviation charts, openstreetmap
vector data via wms, and much more. the online
data functions can also be used to stream datasets
in real-time or exported to a local file for offline use.
global mappers online data function includes direct
links to many of these data services including one-
meter aerial imagery for the u.s., worldwide
elevation data, topographic maps, landsat satellite
imagery, land cover data, the full maine gis catalog,
aviation charts, openstreetmap vector data via wms,
and much more. furthermore, if a local agency or
organization develops a web mapping service, a
custom link to this data can be easily added to the
online data source list. these web-based datasets
can be either streamed in real-time or exported to a
local file for offline use. global mappers 3d
functionality includes support for recording hd 3d fly-
through videos, which provide a powerful way to
visualize 3d projects for presentation and analysis
purposes. the fly-through tool and also be used to
playback a video file synced to any line feature with
per-vertex times. the 3d window also allows draping
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of vector data over imagery, gps tracking, skyboxes
for rendering a sky simulation in 3d, and display and
manipulation of 3d meshes such as sketch-up. there
are tools for selecting and editing 3d features and
working with the 3d window, 2d window and the
path profile in a docked set up enables complex
analysis and 3d data manipulation.
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global mappers 3d functionality includes support for
recording hd 3d fly-through videos, which provide a

powerful way to visualize 3d projects for
presentation and analysis purposes. the fly-through
tool and also be used to playback a video file synced

to any line feature with per-vertex times. global
mapper's query tools allow interactive exploration of
data by providing a number of methods for defining

spatial data. the query engine supports real-time
browsing and querying of data, and allows for the
selection of specific features from within a query.

the spatial query can then be saved to a shapefile,
displayed on a map, assigned to a layer, or saved to
an output format. global mapper is fully integrated

into the windows operating system with its own
dedicated buttons and commands, and supports

both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of windows. a
portable version is available for use on smartphones
and tablets. batch processing tools are provided to
assist users in processing large amounts of data.

global mapper's batch tools can be run directly from
a script, or the data can be imported into a gis

project and the tools can be run through the gis
interface. the batch tools include an interface for

selecting features, merging data, sorting data and
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combining data and features. the program also
supports running existing or custom sql queries in
batches. global mapper provides a number of tools

for processing, combining and analyzing data. a
variety of tools are available for performing simple

or complex tasks, such as extracting features from a
raster or a vector dataset, running a linear or

polygonal query, creating a join, or extracting data
from a shapefile. the data can be combined or

aggregated based on attributes, and any attributes
may be calculated. 5ec8ef588b
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